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ORiENt yOuR  
chaiNRiNgs AROuNd yOuR  
RidiNg stylE... literally
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For more than a century, improving pedaling 

efficiency has persistently challenged 

inventors to come up with the most intelligent 

design to accomplish a single goal: to create a 

better riding experience. ROTOR Q-Rings go 

one step further by allowing you to fine-tune 

your improved riding experience by orienting 

your chainrings around the most productive 

part of your pedal stroke. your Optimum 

chainring Position (OcP) takes advantage 

of the area where you apply the most force 

during a pedal rotation and compensates for 

the least productive part.
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HOw ARE Q-RiNgs diFFERENt?

HOw dO Q-RiNgs wORk?

Early versions of oval chainrings failed because of improper orientation, 

ovalization, or form factor (or all three), which produced irregular pedal 

rotations that led to pain-causing stress on the knees. 

Q-Rings’ intelligent design orients the chainring around a rider’s 

unique pedaling characteristics and includes subtle but efficient ovality: 

smallest diameter at weakest point of pedal stroke, maximum diameter 

at strongest point of pedal stroke, and adjustability to ensure minimum 

diameter related to the start of the pedal stroke and maximum diameter 

related to peak power. 

Q-RiNg ZONEs
the maximum diameter of the Q-Ring occurs where the greatest amount 

of power is produced in the pedal stroke. the minimum diameter of the 

Q-Ring occurs where the “dead spots” are located.

your Optimum chainring Position (OcP) allows you to vary the angle 

where your Q-Ring offers its greatest resistance by adjusting it to the 

precise point where you deliver the maximum power during a single pedal 

rotation. Q-Rings feature 5 OcP, which allow up to 20 degrees of angular 

variation between the first and last adjustment points, all to optimize your 

downstroke. you can determine your OcP if you know your Optimum 

chainring angle (Oca), which can be found by conducting a TORQUE 360 

pedal analysis via ROTOR’s iNpower User software.

the main goal of Q-Rings is to minimize the negative effects of dead 

spots during a rider’s pedal stroke while maximizing power output. if 

you pedal for one hour at 90 rpm, you’ll turn the cranks a whopping 

5,400 times! Round chainrings try to make you produce a constant 

power output as shown with the dotted line. A leg can’t deliver constant 

power throughout the pedal stroke as shown by the green lines (average 

torque curve for a cyclist’s left and right leg). A Q-Ring offers chainring 

resistance (as shown by the purple line) that best corresponds to your 

actual power output. Any amount of energy saved in just one pedal 

rotation would result in a huge amount in just one hour of pedaling, or 

5,400 rotations! 
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OvAlity 10%

All the great features of our flagship Q-Rings but enhanced with carbon fiber. a 3K woven, high-modulus carbon sheet is bonded to the outside 
of a Q-Ring to reinforce the Q-Ring’s structure. Carbon fiber‘s structural properties allow for a more aggressively-machined aluminum section to 
yield a chainring that’s 8% lighter with 20% increased stiffness. 

]] 8% lighter than full alloy aero ring, 133 g per Q53A BCd110
]] 7075-t6 CNC machined structure reinforced with High Module carbon 3k finish
]]  Aero design: reinforced rigidity and aerodynamics that increase the stiffness  
by 20%

]]  5 OCP points
]]  designed to work with all 9-10-11- speed groupsets
]]  Outer in 50, 52 & 53t for BCd 110

Qarbon  
BCd 110
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OvAlity 10%

with a nod toward cycling ́s illustrious history ROtOR wanted to 
complement its Qarbon range by offering you round Qarbon noQ rings 
in addition to oval Q-Rings for your compact cranks. Qarbon noQ offer 
the same performance benefits inherent in traditional round rings, yet 
lighter and stiffer thanks to high-modulus carbon fiber.

in addition to a lighter, stiffer chainring, there was one more important 
factor when designing Qarbon Q-Rings: compatibility. No need to 
swap out your shimano cranks to accommodate our Qarbon Q-Rings, 
ROtOR has crafted Q-Rings Qarbon shimano 110x4 just for you. 
Choose from 3 Optimum chainring Positions (OcP) to fine-tune your 
improved riding experience and go farther and faster with less fatigue.

]] weight: 52t 132g
]] sizes: 
Outer: 50, 52, 53

]] weight: 52t 129g
]] sizes:  
Outer: 50, 52, 53

Qarbon noQ 
BCd 110

Qarbon Shimano 
BCd 110

All Qarbon chainrings are available in 50, 52, and 53t in BCD110.

OvAlity 0%  

N
EW

N
EW
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Q-Rings  
BCd 130

QX1  
BCd 110

Q-Rings  
shimano BCd 110x4

]] 181g per set 53A/39
]] sizes:  
Outer - 56A, 55A, 54A, 53A, 52A, 50A 
inner - 44, 42, 39t
]] 5 OCP points

]] 105g per 42t
]] sizes: 38t, 40t, 42t, 44t, 46t, 48t, 50t, 52t
]] Alternating wide/narrow  
single ring tooth profile
]] 5 OCP points
]] designed to work with all 9, 10 and  
11 speed groupsets
]] Ovality 12.5%

]] 173g per set 52A/36
]] sizes:  
Outer- 54A, 53A, 52A, 50A, 46A 
inner - 44, 38, 36 , 34t
]] 3 OCP points (2-3-4)
]] designed to work with all 9, 10 and  
11 speed groupsets
]] specific bolt covers for improved aesthetics (sold 
separately)

OvAlity 10%

Oval chainrings featuring subtle but efficient 10% ovality where the smallest diameter is at the 
weakest point of the pedal stroke and the maximum diameter at the strongest point of the 
pedal stroke. Q-Rings offer 5 Optimum chainring Positions (OcP) that can be adjusted to 
take advantage of the pedal stroke’s  
most-productive zone.
 
100% CNC-machined, 7075-t6 aluminum alloy
Aero design: reinforced rigidity and aerodynamics
steel shifting pins
designed to work with all 9, 10 and 11 speed groupsets

]] 173g per set 50A/34
]] sizes:  
Outer - 56A, 55A, 54A, 53A, 52A, 50A, 48A   
inner - 42, 39, 38, 36, 34t  
]] 5 OCP points (4 points in 50/34) 

Q-Rings  
BCd 110
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OvAlity 16% 

Oval chainrings featuring an efficient 16% ovality and designed to 
orient the chainring around riders’ unique pedaling characteristics. 
QXL rings offer 5 Optimum chainring Positions (OcP) that can be 
adjusted to take advantage of the strongest point of pedal stroke. 
 
100% CNC-machined, 7075-t6 aluminum alloy
Aero design: reinforced rigidity and aerodynamics
steel shifting pins
5 OCP points
designed to work with all 9, 10 and 11 speed groupsets

]] 176g per set 52A/36
]] sizes:  
Outer - 53A, 52A, 50A, 46A  
inner - 38, 36t

QXL  
BCd 110

QXL  
BCd 130

QXL  
shimano BCd 110x4

]] 178g per set 53A/41
]] sizes:  
Outer - 54A, 53A 
inner - 38, 36t

]] 182g per set 52A/36
]] sizes:  
Outer- 54A, 53A, 52A, 46A  
inner - 44, 38, 36t
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OvAlity 0%  

Before you take off for your next gravel grinder, simplify your setup with 
a spider/chainring combo that takes the guesswork out of gearing. the 
spidering 46/30 joins together a 46t outer chainring with a 30t inner 
in one “spidering” intended for gravel riding and racing. Compatible with 

our 3d+, 3d30, and FlOw cranks, as well as iNpower 3d+, 3d30, and 
FlOw, the spidering 46/30 also eliminates possible frame interferences 
that can happen when 30t rings are installed with inner bolts.

]] 46/30 round chainrings
]] 144 g
]] Chainline 43.5mm

Spidering  
46/30

N
EW
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TORQUE 360 represents your distribution of force 

throughout a pedal rotation. the graph reveals how 

your force is applied to the pedal during 360º of 

pedaling and yields your Optimum chainring angle.

your OCA value indicates the angular position where 

the work from pedaling is concentrated. this will help 

you understand how you work and will enable you to 

optimize the position of your Q-Rings.
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if you can measure your performance, you can improve it, and to achieve 

this, cutting-edge technology – specifically power meters – has been 

embraced as a tool in the pursuit of physiological gains. Nearly all current 

power meters measure power with strain gauges, which process and 

provide standard values like power and cadence; only a few dual-sided 

power meters measure left/right balance. Proprietary metrics, like 

ROTOR’s TORQUE 360 and Optimum chainring angle, provide an 

added edge by revealing how a rider can optimize his/her pedal stroke.  

the main differences among power meters however, come from design 

and placement, which impact accuracy – which is the real measure of a 

power meter’s value as a training tool. A power meter that can account for 

variables like weather extremes, terrain, and pedaling speed can minimize 

or cancel errors in accuracy and therefore yield more precise data. By 

protecting it from outside elements and joining the strain gauges to the 

internal motherboard, data transfer becomes cleaner and more accurate. 

Power technology that takes into account external conditions plus 

precisely measures power, cadence, and, in the instance of dual-sided 

power meters, left/right balance, will expose tiny performance flaws that 

interfere in the intent to be faster, stronger, and more competitive.

POWER tECHNOlOgy

Dual-sided powermeter

User softwareBuilt in   
rechargeable battery

ANT+TM   
compatible

Universal Bottom Bracket

Optimized 
for Q-Ringsintegrated:  

electronics inside
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]] spider available: 110 BCd 
]] sizes available: 165//170/172.5/175mm 
]] Battery: Rechargeable li- ion + usB cable 
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours
]] weight without batteries: 645g (172.5mm)
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE360, OCA, balance, torque 
effectiveness, pedal smoothness

]] wireless technology: ANt+tM, Bluetooth® smart
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR 
]] software: ROtOR 2iNpower user software 
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined 
]] BB compatibility: BsA, itA, BB86, BB30, BB30A, PF30, BBright, BB386 Evo, oval 
and round chainrings, 110 BCd, 9 , 10  and 11- speed

N
EW

COMPATIBILITY

knowing your strengths is helpful, but knowing your weaknesses is like mining for gold. 2iNpower (“twin” power) measures power individually 
in each leg to provide precise data about balance and power output in order to demonstrate where improvements can be made to pedaling 
performance. As the name suggests, 2iNpower evolved from ROtOR ́s iNpower, the power meter integrated inside the crank axle that 
measures power in the left leg. One of the main advantages of 2iNpower over iNpower however – and over most of the power meters in the 
market – is that it provides power information for each leg independently and thus real balance data.
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]] MAs technology: Micro Adjust spider allows rider to adjust Q-Rings by 
approximately 2.5 degrees 
]] spider available: 110 BCd 
]] sizes available: 165//170/172.5/175mm 
]] Battery: Rechargeable li -ion + usB cable 
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours
]] weight without batteries: 674g (172.5mm)

]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE360, OCA, balance, torque 
effectiveness, pedal smoothness
]] wireless technology: ANt+tM, Bluetooth® smart
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR 
]] software: ROtOR 2iNpower user software 
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined 
]] BB compatibility: BsA, itA, BB86, BB30, BB30A, PF30, BBright, BB386 Evo, oval 
and round chainrings, 110 BCd, 9 , 10  and 11 -speed

N
EW

COMPATIBILITY

in the war against wind resistance, you need every available ally. 2iNpower Aero provides the same features as 2iNpower but with a closed aero 
spider to shrug off bullying wind. the aero spider also brings Mas (Micro adjust spider) technology to help you micro adjust the orientation of 
your Q-Rings by approximately 2.5 degrees to fine-tune your pedal performance.
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TORQUE 360 represents your distribution of force 

throughout a pedal rotation. the graph reveals how 

your force is applied to the pedal during 360º of 

pedaling and yields your Optimum chainring angle.

your OCA value indicates the angular position where 

the work from pedaling is concentrated. this will help 

you understand how you work and will enable you to 

optimize the position of your Q-Rings.

INPOWER tECHNOlOgy

Compatible with all 30mm ROTOR cranks

User software

Tool-free battery 
replacement

Universal Bottom Bracket

integrated:  
electronics inside

Optimized 
for Q-Rings

if your pursuit to be faster, stronger, and more competitive mainly consists 

of such ethereal concepts as riding by feel and guessing at the source of 

your power, then you may indeed not know your own strengths. to know 

them, means you can improve them, which is even more true for your 

weaknesses. in a category all its own, iNpower is the first multi-discipline 

power meter inconspicuously integrated inside the crank axle. By placing 

the technology inside the bottom bracket, iNpower becomes protected 

from shock, crashes and outside contaminants, plus maintains the bike’s 

orginal aesthetics.
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COMPATIBILITY

]] spider available: 110/130 BCd aero MAs version
]] sizes available: 150/155/160/165/ 167.5/170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 170 110BCd 597g - 170 130BCd 614g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, torque 360, OCA,  
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)

]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  
http://www.thisisant.com/directory
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined
]] Compatibility: Bottom bracket BsA, itA, BB86, BB30, BB30A, PF30, BBRight, 
BB386 Evo, Oval and round chainrings, 130/110 BCd, 9,10 and 11 speed

Rings are sold separately

ORIenT YOuR TRAInIng around pedal performance and learn how to race smarter

you can improve your maximum sustainable output simply by fine-tuning your pedaling technique and orienting it to your position on the 
bike. iNpower Flow gives you the most sophisticated power metrics in an elegant aero crank cNc-machined from aeronautic-grade 7055 
aluminum. determine where you exert the greatest force in a pedal rotation by conducting a TORQUE 360 pedal analysis via the iNpower User 
software. inconspicuously integrated inside the crank axle, iNpower’s centered weight is out of sight for a more aero look and feel. stiffer than 
any other aero crank on the market, the Flow saves you up to 6 seconds in a 40k tt.
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]] spider available: 110/130 BCd aero MAs version
]] sizes available: 150/155/160/165/ 167.5/170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 170 110BCd 597g - 170 130BCd 614g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, torque360, OCA,  
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)

]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  
http://www.thisisant.com/directory
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined
]] Compatibility: Bottom bracket BsA, itA, BB86, BB30, BB30A, PF30, BBRight, 
BB386 Evo, Oval and round chainrings, 130/110 BCd, 9,10 and 11 speed

Rings are sold separately

COMPATIBILITY

the way you exert power throughout a single pedal rotation varies in force, even more when you are seated, standing, sprinting or pacing. 
Manufactured in spain from 7055 aluminum through state-of-the-art CNC-machining, iNpower 3D+ features sophisticated metrics to 
interpret your data through user-friendly software and advise you when to turn up the pace, ease off the pedals, do another interval or call it 
a day. seamlessly integrated inside the crank axle, iNpower is protected from shocks, crashes and outside contaminants plus it allows you to 
maintain your bike’s sleek, elegant aesthetics.
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]] spider available: 110 BCd
]] sizes available: 170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 170 110BCd 562g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE 360, OCA, 
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)
]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  
http://www.thisisant.com/directory

]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Q-Factor: 148 mm
]] Chain line: 43.5mm
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7075 Forged and machined
]] Compatibility: Bottom bracket BsA, itA, BB86, BB30, BB30A, PF30, BBRight, 
BB386 Evo, Oval and round chainrings, 130/110 BCd, 9,10 and 11 speed

Rings are sold separately

30

taking its design cues from the iNpower 3D+, the iNpower 3D30 offers the same sophisticated metrics integrated inside the crank axle of all 
iNpower models. the forged and CNC’d 3d30 is enhanced by proprietary tds triple drilling technology to yield the perfect stiffness to weight 
ratio, and its compact crank spider offers a wide range of chainring compatibility without compromising stiffness.

COMPATIBILITY
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30

DUAL POwER

Cadence

Balance

tORQuE 360

OCA

torque effectiveness

Pedal smoothness

FEATURES

uBB30

Bluetooth® smart compatible

ANt+tM compatible

MAs (Micro Adjust spider  
for precise Q-Ring positioning)

No cadence magnet needed

Easy battery replacement

Battery life 300 hours 300 hours 300 hours 300 hours

Battery model Rechargeable AA 1.5v AA 1.5v AA 1.5v

VERSIONS

Road 110

MtB 1X

MtB 2X

wEIghT

without chainrings 645g 597g 525g 562g

CRANKS

FEATURES
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ROTOR believes that functionality and reliability — not fashion — best define material selection when it comes to crafting its 

cranks. Crank arms cNc-machined from aeronautic-grade 7055 aluminum or cold forged from 7075-T6 aluminum and 

combined with proprietary technologies yield cranks with an exceptional stiffness-to-weight ratio that can handle anything 

you can throw at them. together with ROTOR’s Universal Bottom Bracket (uBB) system, ROTOR cranks offer a performance 

upgrade opportunity for almost all bikes on the market.

the UBB (Universal Bottom Bracket) 
system allows ROTOR 24 and 30 mm 
axle cranks to be installed in almost any 
frame in the market.

”MAS” stands for Micro adjust spider and 
means “more” in spanish. that’s what this 
technology is all about: more adjustability for 
a further optimized Q-Ring setup. thanks 
to ts secondary bolt holes, Q-Ring users can 
regulate their Q’s with twice the accuracy of 
standard cranks.

ROTOR’s Twin Leg Concept boasts the stiffest possible crankset by 
balancing the cranks’ left-to-right rigidity. there is no point in making 
an ultra-rigid right crank arm if the left crank arm doesn’t measure up. 
By designing the cranks as a real set — not just two individual arms, 
TLC offers the most balanced cranks possible.

ROTOR’s CNC-machined crank arms are stiffer 
than the competitions’ forged products due to our 
Trinity Drilling system. this process drills three 
full-depth holes from axle to pedal, leaving behind a 
box-trellised structure (similar to bridges). this affords 
our crank arms superior rigidity and an exceptional 
stiffness-to-weight ratio.
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30 24

sPiDER BcD OPTiONs 110 MAs 110, 110 MAs 110, 110 X1 110

MaTERiaL
 Aluminum alloy  

7055 
100% CNC machined

 Aluminum alloy  
7055 

100% CNC machined

 Aluminum alloy  
t6 7075 

100% CNC machined

 Aluminum alloy  
t6 7075 

100% CNC machined

aXLE DiaMETER (mm) 30 30 30 24

aXLE MaTERiaL Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum steel

PRELOaD aDJUsTMENT yes yes yes yes

WEighT  
(110BcD 172,5mm W/O rings) 554g 480g 509g 528g

aVaiLaBLE aRM LENgThs (mm) 
160/165/170/172.5

    175/177.5/180 
160/165/170/172.5

    175/177.5/180
170 / 172.5 /175 165 / 170 / 172.5 /175

FRaME 
cOMPaTiBiLiTY

BBRighT

BB386 EVO

BB30

PF30

BB90

BB86

iTa

Bsa

22
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ROTOR’s Universal Bottom Bracket (UBB) concept was designed to eliminate the complicated 

bottom bracket (BB)/crank compatibility challenge that has increasingly frustrated the mechanics 

at your lBs. we offer you a UBB solution to fit your bike, regardless of BB type. 

tHE “YEs” COMPONENt tO  
“is this compatible with my frame?”
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the chart below will help you identify your frame’s BB type. with that information you can determine which ROTOR UBB and cranks  

will work with your bike.

ROaD / TRiaThLON / cYcLOcROss 
ThREaDED BB NON ThREaDED BB

D = 37 mm 
BB90

D = 41 mm D = 42 mm D = 46 mm

w=68 mm 
BSA

w=70 mm 
ITA

w=86 mm 
BB86

w=68 mm 
BB30

w=79 mm 
BBRight 
California

w=68 mm 
UBB4630 
PF30 
PressFit30

w=79 mm 
UBB4630 
PF30 
BBRight PF

w=86 mm 
UBB4630 
PF30 
BB386EVO

24 MM sPiNDLE

 
BB1 BsA 
sABB BsA 
tRACk 
BsA

 
BB1 itA 
sABB itA 
tRACk 
BsA

 Press 
Fit 4124  BB30 to 24 

Road  
Press 
Fit 4624 
Road

 BBRight 
4624  4624 

386evo

 3d24  3d24 3d24  3d24  3d24  3d24A  3d24  3d24

* * * * * * * *

30 MM sPiNDLE

 BsA30  itA30  Press 
Fit 4130  BB30 

BEARiNg kit  
BB30 
BEARiNg 
kit

 
uBB4630 
Press 
Fit 4630

 
uBB4630 
Press 
Fit 4630

 
uBB4630 
Press 
Fit 4630

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER**

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER**

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

 

3d+ 
3d30 
FlOw 
POwER 
iNPOwER

FRAME diMENsiON
sHEll widtH

FRAME diMENsiON
iNNER diAMEtER

ROTOR
BOttOM BRACkEt
COMPAtiBility

ROTOR
CRANk
COMPAtiBility

** BB30 compatible

* All shimano compatible
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can i fit a set of Q-Rings on my crank or should i buy a ROTOR one?

there is  a wide range of Q-Rings for almost all cranks currently on the market, please visit our 

website www.rotorbike.com to check compatibility.

Will shifting performance decrease with Q-Rings?

Absolutely not. Q-Rings are designed to achieve 100% accurate shifting performance.

are Q-Rings compatible with 11-speed groupsets?

yes, Q-Rings are designed to work with all 9, 10, and 11-speed groupsets.

are Q-Rings compatible with electronic groupsets?

yes. some pro teams competing in the most celebrated races in the world are using Q-Rings in 

combination with electronic groupsets.

What is the OCP system?

OCP stands for Optimum chainring Position. Q-Rings are designed to be adjusted to take 

advantage of the area where you apply the most force during a pedal rotation and compensates 

for the least productive part. Q-Rings offer 3-5 OCP’s (depending on model) so that you can take 

advantage of your peak power during a pedal rotation.

how do i know if my frame is compatible with the 2INpower axle?

2iNpower is equipped with ROtOR’s UBB30 axle system. A uBB30 axle is a 30mm axle compati-

ble with almost all standard frames on the market (when used with the correct spacers). ROTOR 

2iNpower can be installed on your bicycle even if your current cranks are 24mm diameter. uBB30 

is compatible with the following standards: BB30, PF30, BsA threaded, BBright and BBright direct 

Fit, BB86 and BB386 EvO.

Which data related to power are provided by 2INpower...by iNpower?

Both 2iNpower and iNpower process and provide values for power, cadence, torque Effectiveness 

and Pedal smoothness. 2iNpower processes and provides values left right balance.  

2iNpower and iNpower also calculate and show additional information that can only be viewed 

through the user software: TORQUE 360 and Oca (Optimum Chainring Angle). these two para-

meters are proprietary to both power meter models.

Fa
Q
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